
Assembly Instructions for:

Premium Range Great Wall Banner

1

Place foot/feet on floor and place
bottom rail over nut.

3

Unroll each Great Wall banner and
place top rail onto the secured poles.

LEFT RIGHT

4
Position each panel of the Great

Wall on its respective side.
** Great Walls may come in two or more

panels depending on your customised width **

2
Position pole/s within the larger hole

and screw into nut. Turn in a
clockwise direction to secure.

5
Join the banner rails together by
simply pushing the black plastic
joiner into the adjoining rail, at

the top and the bottom.

BEFORE

AFTER

6

Smooth and pull each panel of
the Great Wall at each side

so that it presents smoothly.
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* Please find step 7 & 8 on the next page.
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 Remember… Our exclusive Premium Range of Banners are:

 * Fully customisable to size, both height and width.

 * Customisable to a configuration of your choice at your requested sizing.   
    i.e. 2,3,4 or more panels at different widths.  

 * Easily re-skinnable! Simply slip out an old skin and slip in a new one! You do   
    not have to  purchase a new stand or send anything back to us. 

 * Covered by a LIFETIME WARRANTY against component malfunction. If any part is  
    lost or broken, they can easily and inexpensively be replaced.

Twist and turn all banner poles to ensure they are 
unlocked. Gently raise the two inner poles of the Great 

Wall in incremental steps, lock in the poles as the 
height increases. At full height raise each outside pole 
into the top rail of the Great Wall. Push up and tighten 

all poles individually so that the banner skins beat like a 
drum when fully erected.

Once erected, adjust the satin at the top and bottom to 
make sure the panels align. If needed gently release the 
tension of each pole and gently the banners to meet so 

they match perfectly.
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